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Conversion notes. 

These are not strictly instructions, as much experimentation was done while putting the first model 

together and others have taken different routes. This guide notes some things which made 

construction simpler for the writer, but may not be your chosen route. 

It is assumed that the builder has some experience of 2FS conversions and is familiar with 

techniques for adding crank pins and washers. Check out the milled brass Manor kit instructions for 

suggestions on these points if requiring a little guidance. 

 

In addition to the etch you will need from the Association shop: 

3pcs M0.3 20T gears 

1pk 3mm OD muffs for metric gears 

3prs 2FS Locomotive Driving wheels 13.0mm 

2prs 2FS Locomotive Carrying wheels 6.0mm 

1set Britannia Conversion Bearings 

1pk Locomotive Frame Bushes 

 

You will need 0.5mm double sided PCB or 20thou plasticard and a 12BA nut, bolt, and washer to 

complete the front bogie. Also needed is 0.5mm brass rod to form crank pins and a bit of 0.3mm for 

the final pin on the reverse crank. 

 

Basic concept. 

The etch is only a connecting rods plus big end and eccentric set. The Dapol valve gear is already 

exceptionally fine, so only the bits that contact the wheels have been changed. The front bogie is 

standard fare for 2FS, and the trailing pony wheels and tender wheels do not have any direct 

replacements in the association range yet, but are mainly hidden, so lend themselves to being 

turned. Contact the Association wheel turning service or your local area group if you don’t have a 

lathe. 

 

There are two sets of coupling rods. Britannias had both plain and fluted rods fitted at various times, 

with some examples having a fluted section and plain section on the same side. So, work to an 

appropriate photograph. The rods fold and laminate in sections, and it can be seen that the centre 

joint is only half thickness, so the appropriate halves can overlap and retain the right overall 

thickness. 

The big ends fold so that the bearing part is double thickness and has a single thickness along the 

connecting rod. This replaces the end of the original Dapol rod which should be snipped off. Solder 

the new big end to the back of the coupling rod, thus keeping the front face level. This is effectively a 

butt joint with a splint. 

The return crank only needs 2 items – 2 are simply provided as spares. 

 

 

 

 



Bogie frame 

    Coupling rods Plain and fluted options 

Bogie Stretcher 
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Return crank centre driver     Big end       Balance weights 

 

Please note that the pictures here are of a Manot bogie, but the principle of construction is identical. 

On the front bogie, solder in the bearings while in the flat. Then fold up the stretcher and slot in the 

two tabs to the side of the bogie before soldering the stretcher to one side of the frame. Take the 

PCB and solder one side to the stretcher and tin the other face of the PCB. Next remove the central 

section from the bogie etch and fold the bogie so that it is square and lines up. Fix the other side of 

the bogie face to the PCB to laminate the frame to the PCB. If using plasticard, use epoxy glue to 

achieve the same insulation result 

Ream the bearings if needed and ensure axle steel can be fitted and turns freely.  

 

  
 

When everything is straight, true, and secure, cut the spreaders front and rear and ensure that no 

short is present side to side. 

Bogie Pivot arm 



  
 

Take a 12BA screws and put this in from the top of the bogie and put the nut on inside the box 

section of the bogie. Secure the screw tight. Either solder or add epoxy around the nut but ensure 

that the screw is not affected and can be undone, so try without flux. Once this is secured, undo the 

screw. Fill the box section around the nut with lead shot or other appropriate ballast. Fix the ballast 

in whatever way you prefer and allow to set. 

 

  
 

Take the bogie pivot arm and bend to the shape shown. Then add some solder fillets or a wedge of 

epoxy to keep the shape. 

 

  
 

The bogie will attach to the loco with the original Dapol screw. 



Main Chassis 

Dismantling the loco is not straightforward as some items are stuck to the footplate while others are 

on the chassis, so take care. 

Remove the front bogie and rear pony truck, separate the tender, connection wires and the 

driveshaft. 

Two screws hold the chassis to the body, so undo these and then go very carefully. 

Remove the coupling rod screws and remove the rods. 

This should allow the wheels to be handled separately from the valve gear once the next stage is 

done. 

The suggestion is to cut the cylinders away from the chassis plates along the red line in the photo 

below. Very careful work with a jigsaw, as the chassis is separate from the footplate, is suggested. 

 

 
 

This allows the cylinders and valve gear to remain with the footplate and allow access to the front 

drivers. Once separated, the screw in front of the cylinders can be re-fitted. 

Inserting a small screwdriver at the point indicated by the blue arrow allows the lower plate to be 

removed and reveal the geartrain. 

Once the drivers and centre section of the chassis has been removed, the main part of the 

conversion can proceed. 

The drivers are removed by simply levering or pulling away along the axle line. They have a large 

bearing face forming a shortened stub axle while the drive is a square extension to the gears to 

engage with a square hole in the centre of the driver. So, pulling the wheels leaves the gear and 

square shaft trapped between the two chassis sides. 

Once all the wheels are removed, one side of the chassis should be removed by unscrewing from the 

central insulators (front and rear). This allows the removal of gears and Dapol bearings to be 

replaced by Association items. 



Build up the chassis into an 0-6-0 ensuring the gears and wheels line up with appropriate quartering. 

The chassis is inherently driven onto the rear axle with the gear train taking the drive forward. It is 

suggested to keep this configuration and worry less about the side to side quartering and 

concentrate on all the wheels lining up with each other on each side. Fit the selected coupling rods 

with retainers on front and rear drivers but leave the drive pins free on the centre. 

The worm gear can be removed by popping the plastic retainer on top and this allows checking free 

running before fitting the chassis back into the body.  

Loosen the screw holding the cylinders, slot the chassis back in before tightening the screw and 

adding the rear screw. Attach the connecting rods with the new big ends, and the final job is to 

solder the return cranks, add a pin and solder the valve gear, replacing the Dapol crank. 

 

Rebuilding is basically the reverse from this point. 

 

 

 


